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Agenda 2030 goals have been set for all countries in the world
The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) aim at quantifying the achievement of the Agenda 2030
The 17 SDGs have been agreed upon by all 193 governments represented at the United Nations Assembly to build the roadmap towards sustainable development.
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SDGs and ESGs are mostly differentiated by the element of materiality for business
Demand for Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) management and disclosure is increasing
An ESG perspective makes the SDGs tangible for business. Investments in ESG funds have increase 24% YoY in 2020.
Source: Morningstar Report (2021); Fund Selector Asia (2021)
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Controversial Sourcing
Access to Communications, Access to Finance, Access to
Healthcare, Opportunities in Nutrition & Health
Board, Pay, Ownership, Accounting
Business Ethics, Anti-Competitive Practices, Tax Transparency,
Corruption & Instability, Financial System Instability

ESG issues affect known categories of risk within enterprise
Potentially, ESG issues can have an impact on performance
ESG Issues for FSI

What is the potential impact?
Credit risk

Environmental
• Climate change
• Carbon emissions
• Water stress
• Renewable energy
• Natural capital
Social
• Human capital
• Labour standards
• Human rights
• Privacy and data security
• Community engagement
Economic
• Corruption and bribery
• Business ethics
• Board pay
• Diversity & Inclusion

Example Scenarios

Market risk

Liquidity risk

Operational risk

Strategic risk

Regulatory risk

Deloitte (2019); Deloitte (2020)
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• A corporate client is unable to repay its loans as some
of its assets have been damaged by a recent series of
unforeseen natural disasters. Some of the client’s
assets are now considered stranded (i.e., assets
suffer from unanticipated or premature write-downs,
devaluations or conversion to liabilities).

• Hackers have stolen sensitive client data at an FS
institution. This causes a disruption to daily operations
and triggers an investigation by regulatory authorities.
•

A corporate client is accused of labour abuses and
faces export bans and rapidly dropping stock prices.
Public backlash is growing to include FSI entities which
have financed the client.

• A recent report highlights major disparities in board
pay and gender representation at an FS institution,
inviting widespread public scrutiny and potential
shareholder action.

What are the key ESG issues in the oil and gas industry?
Based on the most common disclosures, climate change, employee welfare and supply chain integrity are key
concerns*
Key ESG Issues

Examples

Environmental
1. Emissions / Climate Change
2. Energy
3. Waste

Social
1. Employment / Labour
2. Occupational Health and Safety
3. Diversity and Equal Opportunity

Governance
1. Economic performance
2. Procurement Practices
3. Anti-corruption / Ethics and Integrity

*Note: Sustainability issues were determined by a high-level survey of the most recent disclosures from the largest listed companies in Malaysia (by market capitalization). Ranking of sustainability issues reflect the top three (3) disclosed topics per ESG area. Further, based on Bursa
Malaysia industry classifications each sector included the following type of companies: Oil & Gas (Oil & Gas Producers; Energ y Infrastructure, Equipment & Services); Manufacturing (Semiconductors; Industrial Materials, Components & Equipment; Auto Parts ); Plantation.
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What are the key ESG issues in the manufacturing industry?
Based on the most common disclosures, employee welfare and supply chain integrity are key concerns*, especially
in light of several recent, high-profile reports of forced labour involving manufacturers of rubber products
Key ESG Issues

Examples

Environmental
1. Energy
2. Waste
3. Environmental Compliance

Social
1. Occupational Health and Safety
2. Training and Education
3. Employment / Labour

Governance
1. Economic performance
2. Procurement Practices
3. Anti-corruption / Ethics and Integrity

*Note: Sustainability issues were determined by a high-level survey of the most recent disclosures from the largest listed companies in Malaysia (by market capitalization). Ranking of sustainability issues reflect the top three (3) disclosed topics per ESG area. Further, based on Bursa
Malaysia industry classifications each sector included the following type of companies: Oil & Gas (Oil & Gas Producers; Energ y Infrastructure, Equipment & Services); Manufacturing (Semiconductors; Industrial Materials, Components & Equipment; Auto Parts ); Plantation.
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What are the key ESG issues in the plantation industry?
Based on the most common disclosures, biodiversity and climate change, human rights and supply chain
traceability are key concerns*
Key ESG Issues

Examples

Environmental
1. Biodiversity / Deforestation
2. Emissions / Climate Change
3. Water and Effluents

Social
1. Employment / Labour
2. Occupational Health and Safety
3. Human Rights**

Governance
1. Economic performance
2. Anti-corruption / Ethics and Integrity
3. Procurement Practices / Supply Chain
Traceability

*Note: Sustainability issues were determined by a high-level survey of the most recent disclosures from the largest listed companies in Malaysia (by market capitalization). Ranking of sustainability issues reflect the top three (3) disclosed topics per sector. Further, based on Bursa Malaysia
industry classifications each sector included the following type of companies: Oil & Gas (Oil & Gas Producers; Energy Infrast ructure, Equipment & Services); Manufacturing (Semiconductors; Industrial Materials, Components & Equipment; Auto Parts); Planta tion.
**Note: Specific mention of human rights was made consistently across company disclosures. Further, human rights broadly incl udes various issues: forced labour, child labour, non-discrimination, etc.
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National Budget strategy: ‘Enhancing Resource Sustainability (ESG)’
The Malaysian government embedded its planned sustainability- and climate change-related initiatives in the recent
Budget 2021 financial plan

Sustainable
Sustainable
Development Agenda
Development Agenda
• MYR20 million allocation to
the Malaysia-SDG (MySDG)
Trust Fund
• MYR5.0 million allocation
towards SDG programmes
implemented by the
Malaysian Parliamentary
Party Cross Group

Sustainable Finance
Sustainable Finance
v

Environmental Conservation
Environmental Conservation

• The government plans to issue its first
Malaysia-specific Sustainability Bonds
for environmental and social
initiatives in 2021.
• Income tax exemption for Sustainable
and Responsible Investment green
sukuk grants is extended to all types
of sukuk and bonds until 2025.
• The MYR2.0 billion Green Technology
Financing Scheme 3.0 (GTFS3.0) will
be continued for two years up to
2022 and will be guaranteed by
Danajamin.
• The Sustainable Development
Financing Scheme will be extended
until December 2023.

• MYR570 million allocation towards initiatives that
address waste management, biodiversity,
environmental quality monitoring enforcement and
preservation of mangrove swamp areas.
• SAVE2.0 Programme: E-rebate of MYR200 given to
households that buy any locally manufactured and
energy-efficient air conditioner or refrigerator.
• MYR20 million allocation for the Biodiversity
Protection and Patrol Program, which includes
recruitment of military and police personnel. The
Program aims to conserve the biodiversity in forest
areas and to crack down on poaching and other
illicit activities.
• The federal government supports the initiatives
taken by the Sarawak state government in using
public buses that operate on hydrogen fuel cells.
• The Malaysian Sustainable Palm Oil certificate
ownership programme was introduced to
strengthen the sustainability of the palm oil
commodity sector.
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ESG Regulators
In support of the Paris Agreement, the country pledged to reduce its GHG emissions intensity of GDP by 45% by 2030. To achieve this
goal, Malaysian financial regulators have acted in establishing policies and market guidance.

Bank Negara Malaysia
A framework set with an
aim to deliver the intended
outcomes of Shariah
through practices, conduct
and offerings that generate
positive and sustainable
impact to the economy,
community and
environment, consistent
with shareholders’
sustainable returns and
long-term investments.
BNM has issued a climate
change and principlebased taxonomy in Apr
2021 to help financial
firms classify economic
activities that contribute
to rising global
temperatures.

Securities Commission Malaysia
Guidelines by Securities
Commission Malaysia (“SC”) –
a go-to manual for market
funds seeking to qualify as a
sustainable and responsible
investment fund.

Bursa Malaysia
Bursa Malaysia released a
Sustainability Reporting Guide to
provide guidance to organisations on
embedding sustainability into their
business and to help identify,
evaluate and manage material ESGrelated risks and opportunities.
The second and latest edition,
released in 2018, includes case
studies, references to the UN SDGs
and TCFD recommendation and
guidance on integrated reporting.

The SC projected that
Malaysia will require MYR45
billion over 5 years to finance
its long-term sustainable
development goals. The
Sustainable and Responsible
Investment (SRI) Roadmap
contains 20 strategic
recommendations to
holistically develop a
facilitative SRI ecosystem in
the Malaysian capital market.

The FTSE4Good Bursa Index,
launched in 2014, recognises
companies that have taken steps to
improve their ESG practices and
disclosures.
The Index adopts a best-in-class
positive screening approach and its
framework is derived from GRI, SASB
and TCFD.
9

ESG disclosure as a mandate for publicly listed companies
Taking Malaysia as an example
In line with Bursa Malaysia’s objective in advocating sustainability practices and reporting for its listed issued, the following requirements and guidelines were
introduced.

Main Market Listing
Requirement

Chapter 9
Continuing
Obligations

Appendix 9C
Contents of Annual
Report

Practice Note 9 :
Part III
Sustainability
Statement

Provides guidance on the expected structure and contents and the preparation of the sustainability
report, with regards to the five (5) key components:

a. Disclosure of material Economic, Environmental and Social (“EES”) risks and opportunities.
b. Contains information that is balanced, comparable and meaningful.

c. Internal structure of how the EES risks and opportunities are managed.
d. Scope of the Sustainability Statement and basis for the scope.
e. Policies, Measures, Actions and Targets for material sustainability matters.
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Bursa Malaysia
Sustainability
Reporting Guide

ESG in Financial and Corporate Governance in Enterprise
JC3 and MGCC for Financial Services and Industrial players

JC3, Joint Committee in Climate Change

The JC3 is intended to pursue collaborative actions for
building climate resilience within the Malaysia financial
sector. One of JC3's priority is to broaden engagements
with relevant stakeholders to identify and address enabling
conditions for the structuring of green financial products
and solutions. JC3's initiatives and priority are undertaken
by its four sub-committees, namely Risk Management,
Governance and Disclosure, Product and Innovation,
Engagement and Capacity Building

The Malaysian Securities Commission Malaysian
Code of Corporate Governance
The Malaysian Securities Commission issued the first Malaysian Code
of Corporate Governance (MCCG) in 2000 and had several reviews
every 4-5 years. The MCCG has updated to further include
Sustainability and strengthen board oversight and the integration of
sustainability considerations in the strategy and operations of
companies.
PRINCIPLE
A -the
BOARD
LEADERSHIP
EFFECTIVENESS
The MCCG
outlines
following
practicesAND
on sustainability:
I. Board Responsibilities

Adapted from the MCCG
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Malaysia ESG Initiatives
In support of the Paris Agreement, the country pledged to reduce its GHG emissions intensity of GDP by 45% by 2030. To achieve this
goal, Malaysian authorities and regulators have acted in establishing policies and market guidance.

Malaysia Energy Commission

Malaysia Economic Planning Unit

Toward a world-class energy sector, Malaysia
Clean Energy blueprint 2021, National Energy
Policy to be published soon.

The Malaysia OGSE industry as a whole is undergoing a
significant transformation, with OGSE companies working to
reshape their business models and implement strategies to be
sustainable.

Energy production with focus on LNG, Gas. In line
with the target to reduce coal dependence in the
country's energy consumption mix

In time to come, the Government aims to intensify local OGSE
development for global competitiveness whilst capitalizing on
global energy’s shift to Asia to further enhance Malaysia’s
position as OGSE gateway of the region

Malaysia Green Technology Corporation
Low carbon mobility blueprint 2021-2030 to drive larger participation of
EV players. Tax incentives for Evs were illustrated.

Alternative fuels are an important part of the equation to reducing the
overall carbon footprint and volume of greenhouse gasses emitted.
Plenty of cars can be modified to run on environmentally sustainable
biofuel
These mostly surrounds the amendment to various regulations under the
1974 Environmental Quality Act (EQA).
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Malaysia ESG Initiatives
In support of the Paris Agreement, the country pledged to reduce its GHG emissions intensity of GDP by 45% by 2030. To achieve this
goal, Malaysian authorities and regulators have acted in establishing policies and market guidance.

Low Carbon Cities Catalyst
Grant (GeRAK) by KASA
Launched the Low Carbon Cities Catalyst Grant
(GeRAK) worth RM35 million to empower the
high-impact low carbon cities initiative.

Malaysia Net Zero Carbon Pavilion by
KASA

GTFS 3.0 by MOF

The Malaysian Pavilion in EXPO DUBAI 2020 will be promoting
innovations in green technology including eco products and
services that provide solutions to environmental challenges in
the growing global market.

Green Technology Financing Scheme 3.0 (GTFS 3.0) has been launched as
part of the Government’s agenda to support Sustainable and Responsible
Investment (SRI) as well as drive green and sustainable standards in
Malaysia. The GTFS 3.0 Scheme now includes supporting the issuance of
SRI Sukuk and green bonds.

Low Carbon Cities Catalyst Grant:

https://www.mgtc.gov.my/2021/04/kasa-rollsout-rm35-mln-gerak-to-empower-low-carboncities-initiative/

Malaysian Pavillion:
https://www.malaysiaexpo2020.com/trade-business/week3/

Green Technology Financing Scheme | Danajamin

https://www.lccf.my/geran-pemangkin-bandarrendah-karbon-gerak/
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Malaysia Green Initiatives
In support of the Paris Agreement, the country pledged to reduce its GHG emissions intensity of GDP by 45% by 2030. To achieve this
goal, Malaysian authorities and regulators have acted in establishing policies and market guidance.
Green Investment Tax
Allowance (Assets and Project)
GITA & GITE by MGTC
Guidelines state requirements, qualifying assets
and method of application.
https://www.mida.gov.my/wpcontent/uploads/2020/12/Green-technologyHigh-Res-Final.pdf
(investor benefits - Page 22)
Guidelines
https://www.myhijau.my/wpcontent/uploads/2019/05/Guidelines-for-GreenTechnology-Tax-Incentive-Rev.1-March-2019.pdf

Green Technology Projects /
Waste Eco-Parks (WEP)

NET ENERGY METERING (NEM) 3.0
by SEDA Malaysia

Income Tax Allowances and Exemptions for 1) Company
undertaking qualifying GT project / purchase of GT assets 2)
Company undertaking GT services 3)- Company undertaking
solar leasing activities

This is an effort organized by Sustainability Energy Development
Authority Malaysia. Provides more opportunities to electricity consumers
to install solar PV systems on the roofs of their premises to save on their
electricity bill. The NEM 3.0 will be in effect from 2021 to 2023 and the
total quota allocation is up to 500 MW.

Income Tax Exemptions for WEP Developers, Managers,
Operators

http://www.seda.gov.my/reportal/nem/

https://greenre.org/PDF/mida_presentation_on_green_technol
ogy.pdf
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Development in Malaysia’s Plans to move towards ESG integration and low carbon economy

2019 – Change of
Government to Parti
Bersatu

Election 2018 -- Parti
Pakatan Harapan wins
majority votes

Paris Agreement 2015
PM Najib Razak pledge in Paris Agreement 2015:
◼ Malaysia intends to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions intensity of GDP by 45% by 2030 relative to the
emissions intensity of GDP in 2005.
◼ This consist of 35% on an unconditional basis and a
further 10% is condition upon receipt of climate finance,
technology transfer and capacity building from developed
countries
◼ Green Technology Master Plan was formed by Ministry
of Energy, Green Technology and Water to put in place a
plan to achieve the Paris Agreement Pledge. Key sectors
that were targeted to reduce GHG are Energy, Transport
and Water. This was followed by the general sectors such
as Green Cities Development and clean water usage

1

MESTECC led by
YB Yeo Bee Yin
MESTECC (Climate change, Environment, Water, Green
Technology) Minister Yeo Bee Yin continued the initial
Green Technology plan from the previous government and
implemented the following:
◼ National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP)
◼ Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS)
The policies were meant to open up the tender for all
players
2
to generate renewable energy
Most of the implementation initiatives were targeted
towards the government and the energy sector such as:
▪ Solar PV initiatives – improvement of net energy
metering and solar leasing
▪ Open tender for large scale solar project
▪ Biogas e-bidding exercise and e-bidding for small hydro
power systems
▪ Energy Efficiency Conservation Act

2020 –
COVID-19
Pandemic

Environment and Water Ministty
YB Dato Sri Tuan Ibrahim
The following were implemented to further address climate
action in our nation
◼ RM2.0b Green Technology Financing Scheme (GTFS 2.0)
◼ 4th round of Large-Scale Solar program
◼ National Auto Policy – electric vehicle tax incentive
◼ Net Energy Metering – household and companies can
generate electricity on rooftop solar panels and sell it
back to TNB
◼ National energy policy (TBA)
◼ Renewable Energy Transition Roadmap 2050 (TBA)

Malaysia ESG Landscape
Key take away
The ESG Movement in Malaysia
• More participation from
Investors, various industries as
a whole, the younger
generation and even fund
managers
.
Recent Developments
• Bank Negara Malaysia and the
Climate Change Principal Based
Taxonomy (CCPT)
• The JC3 movement
• Malaysian Code of Corporate
Governance to incorporate
Sustainability and ESG values

Environment,
Social and
Governance
Malaysia

✓ All walks of life and companies – PLCs and even SMEs

✓ Improvements in ESG ratings
✓ Better Financial Performance
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COVID-19, the Pandemic
• More emphasis on
business continuity,
human resources, the
supply chain
• Increased emphasis on
ESG ratings and valuations
• Important issues from
various industry are more
pertinent now than ever

Sole purpose
• To build resilience for long term investment and
asset management
• Increase attractiveness of the business in the long
run

Thank You
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Chin Foong Ling
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